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Why Estate Planning Matters 

• Ensuring your wishes are carried out 

• Consideration for loved ones you leave behind 

• Planning around potential estate taxes   

 

This presentation provides general estate planning 
education and is not a substitute for legal advice  
obtained from a qualified estate planning attorney 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consideration for loved ones: every estate planning attorney and financial planner has stories of surviving spouses and heirs who are confronted with disorganized records they have to untangle.
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Agenda 

1. Incapacity – your health, your assets 

2. Upon your death – beneficiaries, wills, trusts 

3. Estate taxes 

4. Gifting during your lifetime 

5. Do it yourself vs. an attorney 

6. Organizing your records 

7. Resources 
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If You Become Incapacitated 

• Power of Attorney – to make legal, financial decisions on 
your behalf. Avoid a court conservatorship. 

• Revocable Living Trust – to help manage your assets 

• Medical Power of Attorney – to make health-care decisions 
for you 

• Living Will – to express your end-of-life wishes 

• Physician Orders for Life-Sustaining Treatment (Polst) – 
to spell out specific treatment instructions  

“Advanced 
   Directives” 

Even more important for unmarried couples 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Living Will also known as Advanced Directive. Different states have different names for the health-related documents.* Individual may want different treatment if dying of cancer vs. in a coma.* If individual is seriously ill but is conscious and can make decisions, living will doesn’t apply.* Limitation: no state laws make it legally binding on health care professionals so if family members disagree that could complicate things* Can be used to request medical intervention as well as limit treatmentPolst (source: WSJ, Mar. 15, 2011, “New Efforts to Simplify End-of-Life Care Wishes”)* as of March 2011, in use in 14 states and another 16 states are developing. * Living wills can be vaguely worded. Polst is much more specifically worded. * Signed by both patient and doctor and becomes part of your medical record.* Study supported by NIH in 2010 found that patients with Polst forms more likely to have treatement preferences documented than those who used living wills and “do not resuscitate” orders.Unmarried couples* Without these documents, unmarried partner would have no legal right to make decisions for their partners
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Durable Power of Attorney  

• Send copy to each financial company  
– may require their own forms 

• Spend time in more than one state? 
Separate form for each 

• Limit potential for abuse  
 Assign different powers to different individuals  
 Require multiple individuals to authorize 

Renew regularly – to keep updated and limit                  
pushback from financial companies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can be drafted so that it goes into effect as soon as you sign it. (Many spouses have active financial powers of attorney for each other in case something happens to one of them.) * Specify that you want your power of attorney to be "durable." If you don't, in most states, it can end if you later become incapacitated. * You could establish a “springing” POA in which powers only are granted to your agent if physicians sign off that you are incapacitated. The drawback is that this can be cumbersome for the agent just when you need them to act fast. So instead, you might use two POAs – one to take effect without restrictions and allow the agent to pay bills and the other with a springing provision granting broader powers such as changing beneficiary designations or taking retirement account withdrawals.Send copy to each financial company you have account with. ICMA-RC does not require its own form.Prosecutors and elder-law attorneys say number of cases of adult children swindling assets is rising. Source: “Power Grab!” (Wall Street Journal, May 14, 2011)* In March 2011, Senator Kohl introduced bill to create an Elder Abuse Victims Act. * Consider requiring all children to agree on decisions to withdraw funds over a certain dollar limitReminder: ends upon your death!
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Revocable Living Trusts 

• Incapacity 
 Co-trustee for brief period 
 Successor trustee for long-term 

• May serve other purposes – including  
distribution of assets upon your death 

Evaluate the need for a Trust with an attorney 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Revocable Living means just that – you have total control of the assets during your lifetime. Irrevocable means you relinquish control (there can be valid reasons to fund an irrevocable trust – for example, for estate tax reasons, but we’re talking here about assets you may need during your lifetime). A revocable living trust becomes irrevocable upon your death.Selecting Trustees – incapacity as well as death. Or, if you don’t want to manage the assets.* An individual?One who can be objective about the situation, One who can handle the many responsibilities* An institution – bank, trust company, etc.?May make sense if need objective third-party…investment, tax expertiseCan be expensive, impersonal* Since individuals and institutions have pros/cons, may make sense for each to serve as co-trusteesInstitutional Trustees will generally charge fees as a percentage of the assets.Co-trustees: can be assigned different responsibilities. There typically isn’t an added expense for it.We’ll talk more later about Trusts to distribute assets upon your death. 
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Medical Directives 

Health Care POA, Living Will, Polst 

• Only apply when you are not able to act 

• Why have? Help 
 Ensure your wishes are carried out 
 Prevent legal battles 
 Loved ones cope 

 

•  Periodically review and update. Destroy old copies.  

•  Give copies to doctor and loved ones. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Different states use different names to refer to these documents.
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Upon Your Death 

How your assets pass to your heirs 

• Operation of law  
 Titling of non-retirement assets 
 Community property 

• Contract – beneficiary designations 
 Retirement plans 
 Annuities 
 Life insurance 
 Trusts 
 Non-retirement assets – TOD/POD 

• Will 
 Probate assets 
 

Generally 
override 
your will 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Community Property States* http://www.irs.gov/publications/p555/ar01.html (AZ, CA, ID, LA, NM, NV, TX, WA, WI)Contract – applies to all states. TOD/POD refer to transfer on death and payable on death account which some bank and mutual fund accounts offer. Allow owners to designate beneficiaries and avoid probate. 
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Why Designate Beneficiaries? 

• Avoid potential costs, delays of probate 

• Potential tax benefits – beneficiaries can take 
withdrawals over their life expectancy 
 

Assumes a 40-year old beneficiary inherits $50,000, annual returns of 7% per year and that all withdrawals are made at 
beginning of year, are federally taxed at 25%, and are spent and not reinvested.  

$37,500

$141,226

$213,111

Withdraws 100% Invested
Immediately

Withdraws Just IRS RMDs
over 25 Years and then 100%

Withdraws Just IRS RMDs for
Maximum Time IRS Allows

Total Received  
After Taxes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For more detailed educational info on beneficiaries, refer to our Beneficiary Designation Presentation:https://www.icmarc.org/xp/pubs/clientservices/communications/individual/presentations/estateplanning/BeneficiaryDesignationsforRetirementAccounts1.ppt 
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Tips for Designating 

• Contingent beneficiaries – name also, in case 
primary beneficiary dies before or same time as you 

• Young children – you could designate a custodian   
or trust 

• Controlling distributions – how/when beneficiaries 
receive your assets. Could designate a trust. 

• Giving to a charity – consider for retirement accounts 
other than Roth assets 

Review options  
with attorney 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Naming contingent bene also allows primary bene to disclaim assets to other/contingent bene. Disclaimer: may be recommended for tax reasons (e.g., primary bene doesn’t need money and might be subject to estate/gift taxes if receives it) but complex rules must be followed. Should only be executed with assistance from qualified estate planning attorney.If child is younger than state’s age of majority an adult must oversee the funds (assuming that plan distribution will not be held in Trust for the child). Options may includeDesignate the Uniform Transfers to Minor Act (“UTMA”) as beneficiaryStipulate a guardian in your willDo nothing: which means the courts will decide - consider costs, complexity thereEven if child is over 18, you may not want them to have option of receiving a big chunk of the assets until they reach a certain age. A Trust does allow distributions over bene’s life expectancy in order to stretch out the potential tax advantages although, generally, if there are more than one bene, they  must be taken over oldest bene’s life expectancy. Other IRS rules must be followed for the Trust to “qualify.” A Trust costs money to establish and maintain and does complicate things so should only consider if you do want that control. Charity. If you want assets to go to a charity in addition to loved ones, it may make sense to designate it as your employer plan or IRA beneficiary. It won’t owe income taxes unlike an individual. Exception might be Roth assets since those are likely to be tax-free anyway.
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Beneficiary Reminders  

• Take precedence over 
 Your will 
 A divorce agreement 

• Review and update  
periodically, and upon 
 Marriage 
 Divorce 
 Birth of child 

• Tell beneficiaries about retirement accounts,      
insurance policies 
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A Will 

Why you might need 

• Ensure your wishes are carried out 

• Children – to appoint a guardian 

• Unmarried couples – to provide for your partner 

 

Without one, the state decides 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consider adding a personal-property addendum to the will – it designates who receives personal items. To prevent family disputes. Estate planning attorneys and financial advisors frequently point out that it’s often objects with seemingly little value that tear families apart.A guardian to care for your childrenA will does go through probate but probate is not all bad (and in some states the costs and delays are minimal). The potential advantages are:Limits amount of time someone can challenge willMinimizes possibility of future claims against estate by heirs & creditors
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A Will – But Do I Really Need One?  

If you have few assets and no kids? Consider… 

• Your personal possessions, collectibles, etc. –  
who will receive? 

• If you are married, in some states assets split 
between your spouse and parents – your wishes? 

• Your pet – who will care for? 
 More information – www.hsus.org/petsinwills 

 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who do you want to receive your personal possessions?Also, you might receive an inheritance and not think to establish a will later – your life will likely always be busy.In other scenario is if you died along with your parents; a surviving sibling of yours may experience a long delay in receiving assets if you don’t have a will.Pets: * Pet trusts – can provide instructions* Not all states enforce but does indicate your wishes
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A Will – Your Executor 

• Their role: a fiduciary responsibility to 
 Value your assets 
 Pay all taxes, debts and expenses 
 Distribute what’s left 

• Selecting 
 Someone you trust – who is detail-oriented 
 Alternate executor – if necessary  
 Individual and a professional as co-executors? 

 

Whomever you choose, ask – do they want the job? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also referred to as personal representativeFiduciary responsibility means can be held personally responsible if something goes wrong.If don’t choose alternate and your choice can’t because they died before you or are o/w not available, court will decide for youYou may wish to have a separate executor for your online accounts – we’ll talk about “digital assets” laterNote about debt, like credit cards that are in decedent’s name only. Surviving spouse wouldn’t be responsible for but decedent’s estate would and if creditor filed a claim against it, money would likely have to be paid out of estate and if estate doesn’t have money, other assets might have to be sold to cover (but not assets passed through bene designations). Heirs would have to pay out of pocket but can be responsible for up to the amount they inherited. So the executor should settle debts in advance of distributing assets; otherwise creditors could have a rightful claim on assets an heir has already spent.
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Trusts  

• Help control how your assets are distributed 

• Avoid potential costs, delays of probate  

• May help protect assets upon your death 

 

 

 

 

Review with an attorney. If establish, ask about 

•  Funding the trust (non-retirement assets only) 

•  Designating the trust as a beneficiary (pros/cons) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unlike a revocable trust in which you retain full control and ownership, an irrevocable trust is just that, irrevocable. But may be useful for wealthier individuals concerned about post-transfer appreciation of assets being subject to estate taxes.A trust may also be desirable for someone concerned about privacy, since probate is public.Higher costs than a will
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Spousal Considerations 

If currently or previous married, consider… 

• Your will  
 Most states guarantee spouses a certain percentage. 

A pre- or postnuptial agreement might counteract. 

• Your beneficiary designations 
 In some employer retirement plans a spouse is 

default beneficiary unless they waive rights 

• Your ex-spouse  
 A divorce agreement can be overridden by a 

beneficiary form listing an ex-spouse 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Elective share for spouse: in some states is half, in others it’s a third. Regardless of what the Will says. Pre/post-nups would be necessary to override state law elective share, although are criticized by some as too likely to be rejected in the courtsSpouse as default bene: * the case for ERISA plans but also can be in non-ERISA plans in which the plan sponsor has written it into the plan document. In the case of ERISA, although ERISA allows plans to waive consent requirements when a participants has been married less than a year, it does not require they do so.* IRAs don’t have these restrictions (exceptions can apply in community property states in particular) but spousal waiver might also be required if try to rollover ER plan assets to an IRAEx-spouses- update documents if you wish to disinherit* Update Beneficiary designations, Will, Trusts, ownership designations (real estate, bank accounts, vehicles)
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Blended Families 

Supporting children and a “new” spouse 

• Trusts that provide annual income for spouse’s life 
but preserve remaining assets for children 

• Life insurance 
 

Communicate your plan with your loved ones 

Review  
with 
attorney 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Blended families as a result of remarriage. How do you provide for spouse but leave something behind for children of previous marriage?* Trusts. QTIPs, or qualified terminable interest property trusts, may be used. They can be complex and costly to establish and maintain. They can help achieve one’s goals though of providing for blended families and can also help for estate tax purposes because while the assets in a QTIP are included in the grantor’s estate, they are eligible for a full marital deduction. However, this means they are included in the surviving spouse’s estate and so if that estate is then subject to estate taxes, could minimize what children receive.* Life insurance: you could name children from previous marriage as benes while other assets could go to current spouse. If estate taxes might be a concern, an irrevocable life insurance trust, or ILIT, can be used to help ensure the policy’s proceeds are not part of the decedent’s taxable estate. (Note: if an existing policy is transferred to the ILIT, it must be transferred at least three years prior to death to avoid being part of the decedent’s estate)
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Funeral Planning 

• Can be expensive – compare prices, services 

• Prepay? Be cautious – understand the terms 

• Communicate plans with family members 

 

More information: www.ftc.gov/funerals  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you pay in advance, be cautiousOther resources: www.funerals.org and www.aarp.org (both of which are also referenced on the FTC’s website)
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Estate Taxes 

Federal (2011-12) 

• $5 million exemption, 35% rate 

• Unified estate, gift, generation-skipping taxes – easier for 
wealthy to make gifts during their lifetime 

• Spouse portability – any exemption not used by first 
spouse to die passes to surviving spouse* 

State – not necessarily the ultra-wealthy 

• Several states have estate or inheritance taxes with 
much lower exemptions than $5 million 

After 2012? 
TBD! 

* Portability provision does not apply to the generation-skipping tax exemption, in which 
   assets are given to, for example, grandchildren. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All assets valued as of date of death. Or could choose alternate valuation date six months after date of death:* Only available if it will reduce value of gross estate and net estate tax. It’s designed to protect scenarios in which an asset declines sharply in value soon after death but tax is owed on the higher value. If it is chosen, it must be chosen for ALL assets (can’t pick and choose)In 2009, when exemption amount was $3.5 million: about 5,500 estates were subject to it, per Tax Policy Center estimatesBefore the taxes were unified, it often made more sense from a tax perspective to give away money after death. For at least through 2012, that is no longer a factor.Note the step-up in basis was reinstated. (For individuals who died in 2010, the option exists to elect the 2011-12 exemption amounts but have only a limited step up in basis or the lower exemption amount with  full step-upAs a result of 2010 tax bill, lifetime gift-tax exemption rose to $5 million from $1 million (and to $10 million for married couples) for 2011 and 2012. This means that gift taxes during one’s lifetime would only be owed after giving aggregated amounts above that exemption amount. As an example, grandparents could gift split and give $26,000 in 2011 to 10 grandchildren; that $260,000 would not be subject to gift taxes in any way, period. If they gave $1,260,000, $1 million would go towards their lifetime gift-tax exemption and be brought back into their taxable estate when they die. But meanwhile the estate tax exemption rose as part of that same 2010 tax bill to $5 million ($10 mn married couples). Only if they gave more than $10,260,000 to those children would they have to pay gift taxes in the current year. 
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Estate Taxes – Example 

 

 
Single Person  
Dies in 2011 or 2012 

 $6M assets 

    $0 to charity 

    $5M exemption  

    35% tax rate 

$350,000 federal estate taxes 

Married Couple 
Husband dies in 2011 or 2012 
 $6M assets 

    $1M to children 
    $5M to spouse 
$0 federal estate taxes 
$9M exemption for surviving spouse 

* Her $5M exemption 
* $4M unused from husband 

 

 
* If spouse remarries, the unused exemption may be reduced or lost. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After 2012, if nothing is done, rules revert back to 2001, with an estate tax exemption of $675,000 and a rate above 50%. That is not considered likely. More likely is generally considered some form of a compromise in the middle, such as a $3.5 million exemption.Portability. Surviving spouse would not be able to use first spouse to dies’ exemption if she remarried and her new spouse died.For details on specific state laws, Smart Money magazine, Feb. 21, 2011 “Estate Taxes: The Worst Places to Die”:http://www.smartmoney.com/taxes/income/estate-taxes-the-worst-places-to-die-1297801297458/Note: state inheritance and estate taxes are subtracted from the value of the estate in calculating the federal estate tax
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Estate Tax Laws – What Now? 

Checklist – review with your attorney 
• Does existing plan require updates?  

• Trusts may still make sense 

 Asset protection – lawsuit, divorce settlement 

 Children from previous marriage 

 State estate taxes 

• Life insurance may still make sense 

 Estate taxes – think ahead to 2013 and beyond 

 Other needs  

• Ultra-wealthy – GRATs, complex gifting strategies 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Updates required* The concern would be that language in a will or trust said that you wish to leave your children the maximum allowable amount not subject to federal estate tax with the remainder going to your spouse. This might have made good sense when the estate tax exemption was $1 or $2 million but now with the higher limits, it could mean you’ve given much less than you wished to your spouse.Credit Shelter/Bypass Trusts* Previously, individuals may have designated a CST as a bene out of concern that large amount of assets left to a spouse (with no estate tax exemption used up by first to die) could be subject to estate taxes when the second spouse died.* A trust can still make sense for asset protection reasons; protection from creditors, a divorce settlement if spouse remarried and got divorced. Protection from creditors only applies to irrevocable trusts (which a credit shelter or bypass trust would be once the grantor dies), not necessarily to revocable living trusts.Life Insurance: * Even if still makes sense to keep could be worth reviewing if the policy terms and setup are still suitable.Additional Talking Point GRATs stand for Grantor-Retained Annuity Trusts. * Were under the microscope to be restricted or eliminated but were not addressed in the 2010 tax act. * Can be beneficial not only to avoid future appreciation being subject to estate taxes but when interest rates are low, like they have been. Reason: the assets inside the GRAT have to outperform the required IRS federal interest rate benchmark for the technique to work. Also, the grantor has to survive the term. They are complicated and wealthy individuals should review pros/cons vs. simple gifts or installment sales to grantor trusts with qualified attorney.Gifting. * Future gains on gifted amounts removed from estate* For very wealthy, it may make sense to make large gifts up to lifetime gift tax exemption because who knows what will happen after 2012. Of course, such an individual should make sure this makes sense economically (might they need the money?).* The lifetime exemption is above and beyond the $13,000 annual exemption amount. So, for example, if an individual gave $100,000 each to two children, $26,000 of that would not count towards the now $5mn lifetime exemption.* Consider that exemption could be lowered after 2012 and gifts not grandfathered….….but any future gains on the gifted amounts would not be subject to estate taxes. Bad-case scenario would be if estate tax exemption was left higher than the gift tax exemption and those assets that become subject to gift taxes would not have been subject to estate taxes.* Roth conversions: strategies that have been raised by estate planning attorneys and other professionals include gifting money to parent to pay taxes on Roth conversion with idea that you could inherit money tax-free (obvious risk is if your parents removed you later as a bene!) and gifting money to kids to help them pay for Roth conversion that might help grandchildren receive Roth assets tax-free
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Gifting 

Why gift during your lifetime? 

• Enjoy the experience of loved ones receiving 

• Charity: potential tax benefits 

• Future gains on amounts gifted removed from your 
taxable estate 

First make sure your own retirement needs are covered 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gifts to spouse, charities, and direct payments for education, medical costs are not subject to taxes
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Gifting 

Gifting strategies 

• Annual exemption $13,000 per person – no taxes, filing  

• For college – 529 plans 
 Tax advantages  
 www.collegesavings.org | www.savingforcollege.com  

• Trusts – if want to control distribution 

• Family Partnerships, LLCs – for very wealthy 
individuals for estate tax purposes 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tax-free earnings if used for qualified higher education expenses. Removed from taxable estate so not subject to estate taxes BUT can take money back if you change your mind – then would be part of taxable estate and earnings only would be subject to 10% penalty tax. For children under, in most states, age 18, if you’re ok with them gaining control of assets at that age, could gift to an UTMA/UGMA account. Less desirable from a tax or financial aid perspective IF one of your goals is assisting with college.
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Financial Documents – Do It Yourself? 

• Online forms, software – much less expensive than    
an attorney 

• May make sense if circumstances are straightforward 

• When you almost certainly should go to a lawyer 
 Wish to disinherit a family member 
 Special needs child 
 Assets may be subject to estate taxes 
 Children from previous marriage 
 Power of attorney 
 Homeowner 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Probably better than not having the documents, period, but be cautious.Go to a lawyer* Reports of poorly written wills leading to homes losing protection from creditors 
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Organizing Your Records 

• Store at home – secure water/fire-proof location 
 Funeral arrangements, will 
 Financial statements, insurance policies 
 Records of bank safe-deposit box items, online accounts 

• Give to attorney, advisors, doctors, etc. as appropriate 

• Maintain updated list 
 Don’t forget “digital assets” – social network, photo, video, 

music and email sites 

• Ensure key documents are accessible – don’t put will, 
funeral arrangements in bank safe-deposit box 

 

 
 

ICMA-RC’s Personal Record Keeper – 
www.icmarc.org/plansmart  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Storage: locked safe, box, or file cabinetOriginal will could be with attorney who prepared it.Bank safe-deposit box might be sealed until probate.Digital assets – * Used to be that executor/heirs would eventually find out about decedent’s affairs through something arriving in the mail. Not the case any more with the prevalence of online only files and accounts. * Websites that host the files you post to them may simply be licenses to use their service and that license expires upon your death.* More information: The Digital Beyond website (www.thedigitalbeyond.com) and book, “Your Digital Afterlife”, both edited/co-authored by Evan Carroll have been widely cited in the media and personal finance press as a good source of information.* There are also sites such as Legacy Locker and Entrustet that can store information such as your usernames, passwords, etc.* Could have separate executor for digital assets who handles those online accounts and might even update them after your deathAdditional information for heirs who are trying to located assets. Check online services offered by states free of charge that list unclaimed assets: www.unclaimed.org/ 
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Resources 

• General resources 
 www.aarp.org/estateplanning 
 www.fpanet.org/lifegoals/planningmyestate 

• Estate planning attorneys 
 www.aaepa.com 

• Medical directives 
 “Five Wishes” document – www.agingwithdignity.org 
 “Consumer’s Tool Kit for Health Care Advance 

Planning” – www.americanbar.org 
 www.caringinfo.org  

• Elder care 
 www.eldercare.gov 
 www.americanbar.org/aging 

 
 

 
 

* All external websites referenced are not affiliated with ICMA-RC and we cannot be held responsible for their content 
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